
Clinton Fish and Game Club Indoor Pistol Range
Safety Rules 2024

1. Shooters will obey all Clinton Fish and Game Club range safety rules.

2. Shooters will be required to meet all New York State requirements for pistol licensing and 
possession.

3. A range safety briefing and acknowledgment of these rules is required to use the indoor pistol range.

4. Shooters must sign in and post their membership card when using the range.

5. Members must not share their entry code with nonmembers.

6. Members may bring a maximum of one (1) guest to the range. The same guest may be brought A 
maximum of two (2) times before a membership request is made.

7. Proper eye and ear protection is required while in the range building. Persons in the observation area
may wear ear protection only.

8. Guns brought to the firing line must be unloaded, magazines may be filled.

9. Guns must always be pointed in a safe direction, down range preferred.

10.No person is generally allowed on the down range side of the firing line unless using the emergency 
exit. Should it be necessary to retrieve dropped equipment from the down range side of the firing 
line, a cease fire will be called and all guns will be unloaded and placed on the shooting station. Guns 
will not be handled while any person is down range.

11.Repair and disassembly of unloaded guns must be done in the observation area. 

12.Ammunition or loaded magazines are not allowed on tables and shelves in the observation area.

13.Quick draw is not allowed in this range.

14.All targets must be at full range, 50 feet, such that bullet impact is on the steel backstop.

15.Any shooter may call for a cease fire, all shooters must obey the call. All guns will be unloaded and 
placed on the shooting station during a cease fire.

16.A cease fire must be called when any person is beyond the entry area upstairs. The area is marked by 
signage.

17.Handguns up to .45 caliper are allowed. .22, .25, 380, 9mm, 10mm, .45 are allowed.

18.Rifles of .22 LR caliper are allowed in this range.

19.Magnum calipers may not be used in this range. .22 magnum, 357 magnum, 44 magnum and

5.7mm x28 are not allowed. Handguns using .410 slug are not allowed. These guns may be used in 
the outdoor range. Shotguns are not allowed in this range.

20.Hollow point ammunition should not be used in the range. Full metal jacket is the preferred 
ammunition.

21.It is not necessary to pick up spent brass. Range personnel will sweep up. Brass for reloading can be 
requested. 

22.Underage shooters may use .17 or .22 air rifles and handguns under adult supervision

Print Name ______________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________Date__________


